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Why is cell called structural and functional unit of life

What do you mean by Globalisation?

What do you feel what are the major problems India is facing today?

What is the difference between various types of rocks and give example of each?

Which plateau in India is made of sedimentary rocks?

Mention 5 rivers each of central highlands and deccan plateau. How these rivers are different from
the rivers of the Gangetic plain?

What is the role of Nehru in freedom of India?

What was the role of Rajendra Prasad and Nehru in framing the constituion?

Give the achievements of Akbar, Sher Shah Suri, Aurangzeb, Cholas, Shah Jahan?

What was the aim of Din-i-ellhi? Was it related to Kabir?

Questions about various social organisations and there role during indian independence movement
like the Brahmo Samaj

Problems from Maths and various puzzles

You should know various de�inition in maths like integers, rational numbers, composite numbers,
prime numbers and their properties.

How we convert one form of energy into another? Can heat energy be converted to electric energy?

How does desert cooler cool the room during summer? How it is related to humidity?

What is heat? What is the difference between heat and energy?

What is difference between heat and temperature?

What is pressure and how it is different from force and stress

Give one example of re�lection and one example of refraction in the room and the effect

What are resources and its various types. According to you which resources you consider most
important and why?

What is sound? Does frequency is associated with only sound waves?
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Cna you calculate the frequency of the needle of the watch? Calculate for all the three.

Why Sky is blue in day and black in nite but leaves are always green?

How can a mixture of sand, common salt and camphor be separated.

What is the difference between ionosphere and troposphere? How ionosphere is related to ozone
layer?

Which type of mirror are most common in ure home?


